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What do most people get wrong?
• Using a static crisis strategy in a dynamic
environment
• Lack of action or waiting too long to take action
• Empty empathy
• Doing / saying anything to get through the
moment of crisis
• Scripts that aren’t authentic
• Assigning a crisis team without positioning crisis
communication as a systemic process
• Becoming / being defensive or dismissive

Risks to Manage, Growing in Complexity
• Business Place and Space
• Employee Workplace
Safety
• Supply Chain
Disruption
• Technology and
Cyber Security
• Financial Viability
• Customer Instability
• Global Tensions and Trust
• Racial Inequality, Unrest, Discourse and Change

A Case of Getting it Wrong
• ESF
– Premium and “sought-after” summer camp experiences
– Long history, loyal customers, and great brand

• The Covid Crisis
– Incentives for parents to pay early and pay in full
– Questions emerge if the camps will open

• Late…and the Bad Response
– Inquiries went unanswered…or generic responses
– Follow-up was by email or a YouTube video
– 3 options as a response (video camp, apply to 2021,
a 30%/70% refund…over time)

Question for You.

What’s the
difference
between crisis
management
and crisis
leadership?

Crisis Management vs. Leadership
• Mission, Brand Values and Perception
– What do we stand for…not what we sell

• Employee Connection and Engagement
– Who I work for is aligned with who I am

• Audience Extends Beyond Customers
– Employees, partners, investors, and community

• Opportunity for Learning and Growth
– Listening, challenging, evolving, and growing

• Words, Tone, Caring, and Being Human Matters
– Quality offerings are no longer good enough

Getting It Right Isn’t Easy as It Seems
The Good

The Bad

•

Target’s CEO, “…We’ve
huddled, we’ve consoled,
we’ve wept that not enough
is changing…we’ve vowed
to face pain with purpose.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Microsoft’s CEO, “Our
identity, our very existence
is rooted in empowering
everyone on the planet. So,
therefore, it’s incumbent
upon us to use our
platform, our resources, to
drive systemic change…”

Boeing (737 Max)
Equifax (Data Breech)
CrossFit (George Floyd)
WellsFargo (Slamming)
Volkswagen (Emissions)

The Challenged
•
•

WHO (Covid 19)
NBC Universal (all media)
–
–
–
–
–

Theme Parks Closed
Olympics Pushed
Sports Cancelled
Political Spend Down
Car Dealers Reeling

Better Practices….from Experience
• Content is currency: control your message
so a guy like me doesn’t control it for you.
– Story board content
– Target the right audience
– Turn expertise
into content
– Speak with
one voice

Better Practices….from Experience
• Transparency and honesty: don’t squander
your trust equity.
– Just because you don’t lie doesn’t mean
you have to tell the whole truth
– Once you’re caught in a lie
your content has zero
value
– The fastest way to get
the story to go away

Better Practices….from Experience
• Performance when you find
yourself on the spot
– “Perform” with
energy and authenticity
– Prepare and practice
– Appearance matters
– Play to your strengths
– Confidence is the great
differentiator

Last Take-aways
• Be authentic
• Put the expert out in front
• Treat communication as the relationship it is.

• Be prepared for the tough question
because I really enjoy asking it.

